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Across
9 Used to be head of
humanities, but went
back to be employed
cleaning clothes (7)
10 Inherit realm held by
African country (7)
11 A more bogus
broadcast? No sound
reason (7)
12 Teaches about the
problem with not
writing a will (7)
13 Sometimes each
anger-management
course is
significantly altered
(3,6)
15 Wife has left second
item for sale: a game
of chance (5)
16 Duped badly, getting
little thanks about
being informed of
the latest news (7)
19 Announce you're
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going to record a
Christmas tradition
(4,3)
Small firm breasts
are held by this
hooded beast (5)
Endlessly painful
breast exposed? Get
a grip! (4,2,3)
Flipping arcade
game! (7)
Take back devotees
of Figwit, for
example (7)
Den returns! The
origins of Eastenders
not totally apparent
(7)
Badly angered, go
insane (7)

Down
1 Andy Murray's
girlfriend will
contain herself when
married, but now
uses foul language
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(6)
A maths problem
leaves one short of
breath (6)
Alien being shown
where students go
(4)
To get drunk I bat on
(6)
Critically cut off
cathedral city (8)
Said to choose a
flower with relish
(10)
Poor relation of
China, say (8)
Vocal chords? (8)
Pop charts originally
always declared
every Sunday after
standard was
achieved (3,7)

16 Never having been
picked to play Bruce
Wayne, perhaps,
take the lead of
Parker (8)
17 Socialite
broadcasting with
charm (8)
18 Balls up! Not nearly
on time. Gutted (8)
22 Belong, if somehow
removed from
comfortable place at
home (6)
23 A bad shove
ha'penny shot may
cause upset (6)
24 Holiday destination
based around
sandcastles, for
example (6)
27 Sacred heart remains
here in Israel (4)

